Geography

History

I am Warrior

Study a chronology of the Roman Empire.
Learn about gladiators, their life as a slave
and their ultimate fate. Research famous

Hillfort Locations – Study a range of
aerial images of ancient Celtic hillforts.
Consider geographical features within
the pictures and create a sketch map to
demonstrate how and why they were

gladiators.

built in these locations.

Learn about everyday life as a Roman

Country comparison – consider

child. Learn about their homes, education,
clothing, food etc.

similarities and differences between

Study Roman numerals and consider their

to conduct their research.

Italy and the UK. Use a range of tools

use and existence in life today.

Street maps of Rome – Study the

Study Boudicca and her role in Roman

Roman features that still exist in Rome

times.

today. Create a tourist map of the city

Study other famous figures from the past

and plot a route to see all the major

such as Julius Caesar, Claudius and
Spartacus. Conduct research into these
individuals.
Consider the impact that Roman life has
had on life today.

PSHE
Brave or daring – Ask children to think about
a time when they were brave or daring.
Explain to others what they did and how it
felt.

sites.
Roman towns in the UK – Use mapping
tools to plan routes between Roman
towns such as Bath, York and
London.

Art and Design Technology
Create clay coins - Explore patterns and shapes on Roman coins and design their own coin. Create their coin using clay and decorate their dried coins
with gold, silver or bronze paint.
Sketching – Look at drawings, paintings and statues of Boudicca and discuss how she is portrayed. Children create their own sketches of Boudicca.
Create Roman mosaics – Study and compare Roman mosaics. Discuss how they provide evidence and understanding of the Roman era. Children design
and create their own Roman mosaic.
Roman food – Follow a recipe from a poor Roman family and compare this to the food of a rich Roman family.
Create a shield – Design and make either a Celtic or Roman shield. Investigate the materials, shapes and patterns used. Test their products.
Roman Legacy – Provide images of a range of items such as bridges, sewers, baths, calendars etc. and ask children to investigate whether they existed
in Roman times or not. Use research tools to carry out their investigations.

